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Setting off, a 
shared history

Early mover, 
many failures

lessons

Sharp tools are 
good, sharp 
minds work

The heart 
beats in the 
newsroom



Kenya’s twin

1960
A new newspaper, Daily 

Nation, launches to give the 
African a voice. Its 

journalism carries a people’s 
hopes and dreams

1970
Daily Nation and Sunday 

Nation circulation crosses 
45,000 daily. New rotary 

press deployed. 

1980s
Shocks to Kenya’s 

democracy become more 
pronounced. Independent 
journalism rises in value



The Expansion

1990s
Entered broadcasting with 
Nation TV in Kenya, later 
rebranded to NTV. Now 

also in Uganda

2000s
Debt-free, NMG prioritises
Digital investment - lots of 
experimentation with both 

soft and hard inputs 

2010s
Search for the digital 

business model begins in 
earnest



LEGACY 1: 
A happy audience, a happy business
• Huge commercial 

success over 50-year 
period
• Clear, public editorial

policy driving product
development



LEGACY 2: 
Foundation for digital experimentation

• First website 1998
• Custom-built CMS, internal support, 

gardenned-off structure
• Digital audience seen as secondary
• Innovation and learning thru’ 

repurposing of conventional products
• Digital pull to music, chatbots



Legacy 3:
Don’t abandon 
loyal users

• Print business continues to be a 
critical player in the digital 
journey, hence needs focus
• Media has always been a

complex business, that
complexity increases wit



2020: Self Disruption
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Nation Africa: Newsroom footprint



Nation Journalist
6 focus areas that Nation journalism emphasises.

Commissioning for the web —
data-informed 

commissioning, solutions 
journalism 101, using tone 

and texture, project 
management for big projects

Data journalism — basic Excel 
skills, building basic charts 

and maps, find stories in big 
data sets (using R and Python)

Design and user experience —
what does good UX look like, 
best practice for interactive 

and special projects, 
storytelling for mobile

Digital production — verifying 
social media posts, video 

editing, voicing videos and 
podcasts, SEO-optimised 

headlines

Analytics and audience 
growth — interpreting data, 
user research, social media 

optimisation, newsletter 
strategy, digital marketing

The business of journalism 
101 — how to make sure 
independent journalism 
continues to be possible



We are Nation, Africa’s #1 independent media brand. We are 
committed to transforming Africa through empowering our 
audiences by informing, educating and engaging them.

We will create and deliver quality content around the continent -
from the news as it unfolds to the research and tools needed to 
explain Africa’s transformational journey and its significance to the 
livelihoods of its growing population. We aim to use every available 
channel to reach and serve our consumers with content and 
services that speak value and resonate with their expectations.

Each of us at Nation is a champion of this mission, sharing a 
common mindset, driven by a set of values that we live by. 

Nation. Empower Africa.

A Promise




